
Week 4



What is 
nonfiction?

What are some 
characteristics of 

nonfiction?
How is it different than 

fiction?
What might be an 

author’s purpose behind 
writing nonfiction?

Examples?







What is an 
informational 

text?

How are nonfiction and 
informational texts 

related?
Why would a writer 

write an informational 
text?

Where can we find 
examples of information 

texts?











Topic and Main Idea

Every informational text has a topic and one or more main ideas. 

The topic is the general subject that the text is about. The main idea is the 
point or points that the author makes about the topic. 

A topic can usually be expressed in a word or two. Often, the topic is 
expressed in the title of a text. A main idea is usually expressed in a 
sentence or two, often at the end of the text’s information. 



Topic: the Great Depression

Title: Hard Times During the Great Depression

Main Idea: Many Americans suffered severe 
hardships during the economic disaster known as 
the Great Depression. 

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

https://courses.lumenlearning.com/ushistory2americanyawp/chapter/the-lived-experience-of-the-great-depression-2/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


Supporting Details and 
the Topic Sentence

Main ideas are supported, or explained, by details in the 
text. Supporting details are specific ideas or pieces of 
information, such as:
1. reasons
2. examples
3. statistics (facts in number form)
4. definitions
5. quotations
6. descriptions



Each paragraph’s main idea supports the overall main idea by describing a different hardship that Americans suffered. 



Guided Practice: Main Idea

• Read the following passages from beginning to end. Then, read and 
answer the questions in the strategies column. 
• (see PDFs)



Sequence of Events



Why is is important to 
explain steps of a process 
in a clear, sequential way?



•Owner’s manuals (phones, devices)
•Directions
•Science texts (experiments, inventions)
•Math texts (formulas)
•News stories
•History (past events, timelines)



How do you make a cup of tea?











A Final Look



Guided Practice: Sequence of Events

• Read the following passages from beginning to end. Then, read and 
answer the questions in the strategies column. 
• (see PDFs)



Homework: PLATO

Week 4



Thank you for coming to class! 

Remember:

•GED: Mondays (Writing Lab) and Tuesdays – 10am-12pm

• English – Wednesday, Thursday - 10am and/or 6pm

•Computer class: Friday - 10am


